
OBJECTION 

My family and I, who live directly opposite the proposed development, remain strongly 

opposed to the revised Greenwich Hospital proposal on the following grounds: 

 

- The scale of the proposed hospital building is too great for the area, and still involves too 

much loss of trees. We live directly opposite (at 108 River Road) where the large new 

hospital is planned for, this will completely overshadow and create excess noise to our family 

home, and affect our family's privacy. It will also directly affect the value of our house - we 

currently look at large gum trees, not a mammoth hospital sat upon elevated ground. 

Additionally it is not in keeping with the leafy low rise density in the area (and its R1 zoning). 

 

- In the visual study presented, our home was showing of having the highest adverse visual 

impact from the proposal. We would request a review of the plans to lessen the severity of 

the impact to us and our neighbours on River Road. 

 

- We request that the bulk and scale of the proposed hospital be further decreased, and for it 

to be set back further from the River Road Boundary, and for the existing large trees to be 

preserved. Due to the ground already being elevated from street, the proposed height is of 

great concern to us. 

 

- The residential development proposed (Seniors Living) needs to abide by residential 

development rules that anyone else would need to - what is proposed is not supportable with 

traffic, noise and congestion of the area. River Road is already an extremely busy road, and 

already has issues with student safety on River Road for Greenwich Public School (a School 

about to be extended - already approved and currently being built by the NSW Government). 

How can River Road and surrounding streets handle both of these projects with the 

increased car and foot traffic they will bring? The seniors living areas need to redesigned in 

keeping with the low density of the area. 

 

-Pallister House will be dwarfed by the proposed Hospital and senior living blocks. This is a 

heritage listed house and needs to be sensitively built around. A member of our family 

actually lived there for a time as a child! It is important to our family.  

 

- The removal of large trees and damage to sensitive bushland is deeply upsetting. In this 

time of rapid climate change, the Government has a responsibility to work around these 

beautiful trees and bushland in any approvals it grants. 

 

We appreciate some changes made to the proposal since the last, but reiterate the bulk and 

scale is still far too great for Greenwich. Please reduce the building floor levels and 

substantially set the hospital building back from the River Road boundary to retain much 

more trees and not impose on the visuals of our leafy area. Please also decrease amount of 

senior livings units to manage congestion, noise and traffic, which is already a safety 

concern to our local school children and members of the public in general.  

It is disappointing to see only minor tweaks have been made to the proposal, and that the 

very real concerns of the community and immediate neighbours are not being heard, 

respected or addressed.  

 

Regards 

Elise & Mark Naylor 


